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Abstract 
The traditional CPU is able to run only a few complex threads concurrently. By contrast, a GPU 

(Graphics Processing Unit) allows a concurrent execution of hundreds or thousands of simpler threads. 
The GPU was originally designed for a computer graphics, but nowadays it is being used for general-
purpose computation using a GPGPU (General Purpose GPU) technology.

OpenCL, one of the GPGPU technologies, is introduced in this final project.  OpenCL is an 
extension of C and enables efficient parallel programming for heterogeneous devices including both 
multi-core  CPUs and GPUs.  However,  it  provides  a  low level  abstraction  to  utilize  the  hardware 
efficiently.  This tends to a hurdle for productive parallel  programming. On the other hand, Java is  
widely used in many application domains since it provides good productivity in software development. 
Recently, several methods that bind OpenCL and Java have been suggested: Joagamp, Jocl, JavaCL. In 
this  final  project,  I  evaluate  these  Java  bindings  for  OpenCL in  terms  of  execution  time  and the 
memory used.  My own class for vector multiplication has been the baseline application in evaluating 
the libraries presented here. My results show that Joagamp is more efficient, and Jocl consumes less 
memory, while JavaCL is most productive in terms of the number of lines of code. 

Keywords java, opencl, jogamp, javacl, jocl

Abstracto 
Por una lado el CPU tradicional es capaz de ejecutar solo varios threads al mismo tiempo. Por 

otro lado, la tecnologia GPU permite ejecutar cientos o miles de simples threads. La tecnologia GPU 
fue originalmente disenada para graficos pero en estos dias esta siendo usada para calculos usando 
GPGPU tecnologia.

OpenCL, una de las GPGPU tecnologias, es introducida en este projecto final. Metodos de 
coperacion entre Java y el lenguaje presentado. Varias librerias son prsentadas en este proyecto como 
Jogamp, JOCL y JavaCL.

Mi propia clase multiplicacion de vectores ha sido usada como base de nuestra aplicaion para 
evaluar las diferentes librerias presentadas aqui.

Diferentes medidas han sido usadas para evaular estas diferentes plataformas como son 
velocidad, tiempo y memoria usada. Acorde a estas medidas somos capaces de definir que tipo de 
libreria es mas adecuada para los diferntes proyectos que se deseen elaborar.

Palabras clave java, opencl, jogamp, javacl, jocl
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1. Introduction
In the recent years, the design of computer architectures has been focused on increasing the 

thread-level parallelism to increase the performance. The classical approach to improve the 
performance was to increase the clock frequency. However, that approach has been left behind due to 
the power consumption problem: Power is proportional to the clock frequency. To resolve this problem, 
multi-core architectures have emerged. By lowering the frequency (or maintaining the same frequency) 
and by increasing the number of cores in a CPU, we can achieve more performance while meeting the 
power consumption constraints.

On the other hand, influenced by the video game industry, GPUs have been evolved into highly 
parallel computational units, which are programmable and provide high memory bandwidth. Today, the 
vast majority of computer systems include CPUs, GPUs and other processors. It is necessary to dispose 
of software that is able to harness the computing power present in these heterogeneous architectures.

OpenCL is a standard computing platform for heterogeneous systems arising in December 2008, 
which has gained increasing importance. This is mainly due to their efficiency and their compatibility 
with the  vast  majority  of  devices  for  parallel  programming.  Additionally,  OpenCL is  backed by a 
consortium of companies comprising the Khronos group, among which are companies like NVIDIA, 
AMD or Apple, prompting further expansion.

However, OpenCL has been developed to be used from C/C++, which limits their use by 
developers unaccustomed to programming in these languages. On the other hand, the Java 
programming language is widely used as it provides a higher level of abstraction, allowing better 
productivity. To bridge the gap between the efficient yet less productive OpenCL programming 
and the productive yet less efficient Java programming, several Java bindings for OpenCL have 
been suggested recently. The main contribution of this project is to evaluate different Java 
bindings for OpenCL in order that a programmer can choose the right binding that works better 
for her project.



2. Java, OpenCL and Parallel computing overview[1][2]
Lately, consumer architectures are increasingly giving guidance to exploit parallelism to 

increase performance. It is all about the  term Performance Wall . This term refers to the limit reached 
by processors using traditional techniques of increasing their yield, as the increase on the processor 
clock frequency. The problem with these techniques appears when you reach the physical limits to  
increase the benefits.  Once the limit is exceeded, it is necessary to use another kind of improvements 
that will continue to increase the performance of these devices. 

For this reason, in recent years the trend has been followed the increase in the clock frequency 
of a processor, the inclusion of multiple processors, downplaying frequency thereof. The evolution 
followed by the GPU has been completely different. GPUs were created as  parallel computing devices, 
but are intended to be specific processes such as graphics rendering. However, in recent years, GPU 
have been evolved into programmable parallel processors, oriented general purpose programming. For 
this reason there is a need of tools that can exploit the computing power of these heterogeneous 
platforms.

Create applications for heterogeneous platforms is not simple, because the traditional 
programming models and those oriented to the development of multi-core platforms and many-core are 
very different. Traditional models are usually based on standards that assume a common memory space 
and do not cover explicitly the vector operations. 

However, models of general purpose programming on GPU memory add complex hierarchies 
and vector operations, but are generally dependent hardware, platform and manufacturer. 

These limitations make it difficult to access the computing power of the different heterogeneous 
processors from a single source-code platform. It is also necessary to be aware that in addition to CPU 
and GPU, heterogeneous architecture can be formed from other devices such as DSP (Digital Signal 
Processor) or the Cell processor.

Following this purpose, over the past few years, there have been various developer tools that 
provide the ability to leverage the performance of these new types of processors. These tools give 
guidance highlights the computation on GPUs, such as CUDA, NVIDIA, and CPUs with multiple 
processors, such as OpenMP or Ct (Intel). All these tools share the same limitation, be supported only 
on specific hardware.

Due to increased interest in this area, the need for a cross-platform tool is undeniable 
.Independent of the manufacturer of the device, and not only be able to take advantage of the graphics 
device performance, but also of multicore processors and other computing devices, such as embedded 
processors (eg, DSP). Thus arises OpenCL, a standard for general purpose programming developed by 
Khronos Group.

Khronos Group is an industry consortium that aims to develop open standards focused on 
parallel computing and graphics processing on all platforms. These standards are OpenCL, OpenGL, 
WebGL,  The main components of this group are showed in the figure below.



Figure 1:Khronos Group

OpenCL has grown to become the first open source standard for general purpose programming 
as a heterogeneous architectures, providing efficient access software developers and independent 
platform for these new devices.

One objective of OpenCL is that all computational resources of the system can be exploited for 
general purpose computing. OpenCL has been developed for use with C / C + +, a language that 
provides higher performance, with the penalty of the code under the compilator.

 This limitation arises the need to do that OpenCL is, as far as possible, a language all portable 
devices without code modifications or different builds, but without losing its efficiency. In addition , a 
developer would be able to develop code that can be compiled into a single machine, but executed in 
any operating system using different types of devices (CPUs, GPUs, etc..) increasing the original limit 
of the tool.

Position
Nov 2012

Position
Nov 2011

Programming 
Language

Ratings
Nov 2012

Delta 
Nov 2011

1 2 C 19.224% +1.90%

2 1 Java 17.455% -0.42%

3 6 Objective-C 10.383% +4.40%

4 3 C++ 9.698% +1.61%

5 5 PHP 5.732% -0.36%

6 4 C# 5.591% -1.73%

7 7 (Visual) Basic 5.032% -0.01%

8 8 Python 4.062% +0.45%

9 10 Perl 2.182% +0.10%

10 11 Ruby 1.739% +0.24%

11 9 JavaScript 1.278% -1,29%

12 16 Delphi/Object 
Pascal

0.995% +0.12%

13 13 Lisp 0.951% -0.23%

14 14 Pascal 0.881% -0.11%

15 23 Visual Basic .NET 0.769% +0.24%

16 19 Ada 0.662% +0.04%

17 12 PL/SQL 0.632% -0.81%

18 18 Lua 0.631% 0.00%

19 15 MATLAB 0.620% -0.34%

20 24 Assembly 0.585% 0.06

List 1: TIOBE Programming Community Index for November 2012

http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Assembly.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/MATLAB.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Lua.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/PL_SQL.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Ada.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Visual_Basic__NET.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Pascal.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Lisp.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Delphi_Object_Pascal.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Delphi_Object_Pascal.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/JavaScript.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Ruby.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Perl.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Python.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/(Visual)_Basic.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/C_.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/PHP.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/C__.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Objective-C.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/Java.html
http://www.tiobe.com/content/paperinfo/tpci/C.html


Figure 2: The long term trends for the top 10 programming languages

For this reason, this project presents Java binding to OpenCL, several APIs that gives 
developers the ability to use OpenCL in Java, one of the most common programming languages.

 The union of Java and OpenCL provide all the advantages of the two languages, such as 
OpenCL efficiency combined with the portability of Java and its treatment of errors. And with Java, it 
provides the developer with a simpler interface that used-to-date by OpenCL, facilitating learning and 
subsequent use, and largely avoiding the common problems that may arise inexperienced programmer 
in C (memory management , pointers, etc..).

2.1 Parallel computing[3]
The speed of conventional sequential computers has continually increased to fit the needs of the 

application, until to reach the physical limits (Performance Wall).

But in many areas , it still need higher computational power, such as modeling and numerical 
solution of problems in science and engineering, or costly iterative calculations on large amounts of 
data with high temporal constraints. 

These systems are becoming more complex requiring greater computational capacity. But this is 
not always possible due to the physical limitations imposed by the development of processors.

To face these limitations , the system have opted for the use of multiple processors forming a 
parallel system. The parallel system provides a wide range of options to increase performance such as, 
use of a pipeline, instruction level parallelism, out of order execution and speculation.

Parallel programming is based on the use of multiple processors to solve a common task. The 
manner in which each processor will face the problem is defined by the developer, so that each 
processor works on a portion of the problem, exchanging necessary results through shared memory or 
using a network interconnection.

2.2 Java[4]
Java is a programming language developed by object-oriented Sun Microsystems in the 90s. 

The syntax is similar to languages like C / C + + programmer but abstracting the low-level tools such 
as the direct memory access and handling of pointers.



A Java application running on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which is responsible for 
executing the code generated by precompiling the application. This generated code, called bytecode is 
obtained using the Java compiler, so any virtual machine capable of running it.

The most important aspects of Java are:

1.It is object oriented. This is a programming paradigm that abstracts the data structures used 
by programmers to objects, entities that are composed of three parts:

• Status: It consists of attributes that store information about the object, which 
will have specific values

• Behavior: It is defined by the methods that represent the operations that can 
be performed on objects.

 • Identity: This is a property that ensures that each object is different from the rest.

2.Platform-independence. The Java philosophy says that any application written in Java can be 
run on any plat-form, as its slogan "write once, run everywhere".

3.Garbage collector. In Java you can not release reserved memory objects, this is done by the 
garbage collector (Garbage Collector - CMS). This collector frees the memory of objects when there 

are no references to the same signal will not be used in the rest of the code.

2. 3 OpenCL 
OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is the name given to the standard of parallel 

programming architectures developed and released by Khronos. It is backed by major companies that 
produce hardware and software related to parallel computing, such as AMD, NVIDIA, Apple, IBM, 
Intel, etc.. This technology is starting to gain importance in the world of general purpose computing on 
GPUs.

Moreover, being a recognized standard there is no need to learn a programming language on 
cards for a specific company and another completely different set of cards for a different company. It is 
only necessary to have compatible drivers and libraries which allow OpenCL development. This has 
led to a significant increase OpenCL in use since its launch. 

Finally, the main point of OpenCL is the portability. It is important to note that this is only 
functional portability. This is because although the results of the application are correct on different 
devices, for best performance it is necessary to optimize the code for use in a particular device. For this 
reason, the same application, still running on two different devices, you will not get the same 
performance in both.

2.4 GPGPU
GPGPU stands for General-Purpose computation on Graphics Processing Units, which means, 

general purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPU). GPUs are high performance 
processors consist of multiple cores capable of conducting major operations on various data with great 
performance.

Although years ago the GPUs were aimed primarily at graphs and they were very difficult to 
programming, nowadays ,they have become parallel general purpose processors that support high-level 
interfaces allowing programming languages like C low / C + +.



The GPU is a suitable platform for the execution of tasks that can be expressed as data parallel 
computing, which it becomes a very efficient device for problems that may be

parallelism, losing effectiveness against all this sequential problems.

Figure 3: CPU vs GPU architecture [6]

3.Jogamp[7]

3.1Description
Jogamp provides java bindings to OpenCL, the open computing language.

JOCL enables applications running on the JVM to use OpenCL for massively parallel, high 
performance computing tasks, executed on heterogeneous hardware (GPUs, CPUs, FPGAs etc) in a 
platform independent manner.

Jogamp is composed of two parts, the low level and the high level binding.

The low level bindings (LLB) are generated from the Khronos OpenCL headers and provide a 
high performance, JNI based, 1:1 mapping to the C functions.

The advantages of use it can be that reduces maintenance overhead and ensures spec 
conformance, compile time JNI bindings are fastest way to access native libs from the JVM , makes 
translation OPENCL C code into Java+JOCL  very easy and flexibility and stability( OpenCL libraries 
are loaded dynamically and accessed via function pointers.

The hand written high level bindings (HLB) is build on top of LLB and hides most boilerplate 
code (like object IDs, pointers and resource management) behind easy to use java objects. HLB use 
direct NIO buffers internally for fast memory transfers between the JVM and the OpenCL 
implementation and is very GC friendly. 

The object  of this library is to provide an object-oriented abstraction of OpenCL for Java. This 
simplifies the usage and may be found more natural and accessible for most Java Programmers. The 
library also offers a low-level interface, which is generated using the GlueGen library. This interface is 
analogous to the OpenCL API, but not really supposed to be used by clients, and mainly serves as the 
basis for the object-oriented wrapper.



3.2 How to install it

3.2.1 Prerequisites
First of all, we need to reach some prerequisites in order to install Jogamp.

1. It is necessary to install Gluegen and JOGL , which are required as compile time dependencies.

2. Our computer must have the following platforms and components

GPU NVidia Geforce >= 8

NVidia GPU Computing SDK

GPU AMD or CPU x86 x86_64 SSE3

Java update version

AMD Accelerated Parallel Processing SDK

CPU Intel

Intel OpenCL SDK

3.2.2 Working on terminal
The following section is explained to work with a Linux system environment.

Once we have all this prerequisites , we are ready to install our Jogamp.

We can Install it following two different ways. In one hand we can build Jogamp plain the  terminal or 
we can install Jogamp in an IDE. 

To build Jogamp in our terminal we need to follow the next steps:

First we have to obtain the source code. We can obtain it using git repositories.

/home/dude/projects/jogamp> git clone git://jogamp.org/srv/scm/jocl.git jocl

Once we obtained the code, we should have three different directories such as gluegen, jogl and jocl 
inside our root directory jogamp.

                       
The second step will be build the source code.
Open a terminal, go inside the jocl directory and type 

“ant jar”

The third step will be test our build.  Open a terminal and go to the jocl directory and type

“ant test”

The last step will be build Javadoc. Open a terminal and go to the jocl directory and type

“ant javadoc”

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/opencl-sdk/
http://developer.amd.com/gpu/AMDAPPSDK/Pages/default.aspx
http://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads


3.2.3 Working on IDE
In this section , how to install Jogamp in the Eclipse IDE is presented.

It is necessary to create a user library in order to work with Jogamp in Eclipse. It is means that 
Jogamp library would be link to the project.

The steps to follow are:

1. Go to Window->Preferences

Figure 4: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp I

2. Preferences->Java->Build Path->User Libraries

Figure 5: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp II



3. Add new library

Figure 6: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp III

4. Inside the new library, add external Jars, and look in your directory for the JarFiles of the 
Jogamp library. The files needed it here are:

Figure 7: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp IV

-jogl-all.jar , gluegen-rt.jar, newt-natives-linux-i586.jar, nativewindoew-natives-linux-i 568.jar, 
jocl.jar and jocl-natives-linux-i568.jar



5. Inside every jar file, it is necessary to open the native library location and add the directory of 
our .so files .  In Jogamp, the .so files are saved in the lib directory.

Figure 8: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp V

6. Once the user library is created, it is necessary to link the project with the new library.

1. Linking in our project , click on Properties

 Figure 9: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp VI



2. Click in Java Build path and then libraries

Figure 10: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp VII

3. Click add library, and choose User Library

Figure 11: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp VIII

 



4. Click on the library we want to add, Jogamp library and this case, and click Finish.

Figure 12: Set up Eclipse with Jogamp IX

5. Finally we can see the Jogamp library linked in our project. IDE eclipse is prepared to build 
any Jogamp project.

Figure 13: JOCL project

4.JOCL[8]

4.1 Description
This library offers Java-Bindings for OpenCL that are very similar to the original OpenCL API. 

The functions are provided as static methods, and semantics and signatures of these methods have been 
kept accordant with the original library functions, exclude for the language-specific limitations of Java. 

The OpenCL API may be very tedious at some points, and this is not hidden or simplified, but 
simply offered by JOCL as it is. 



4.2 How to install it

4.2.1 Prerequisites
It does not require install any platform as Jogamp did , just the basic prerequisites such as

GPU NVidia Geforce >= 8
NVidia GPU Computing SDK

GPU AMD or CPU x86 x86_64 SSE3

Java update version

AMD Accelerated Parallel Processing SDK

CPU Intel

Intel OpenCL SDK

4.2.2 Working on terminal
You can download from the JOCL website an example and compile it in the terminal as it is shows in 
the next example.

javac  OpenCLPart1.java  -classpath .;./JOCL-0.1.3a-beta.jar

java  -classpath .;./JOCL-0.1.3a-beta.jar OpenCLPart1

 

Obtaining platform...

Test PASSED

Result: [0.0, 1.0, 4.0, 9.0, 16.0, 25.0, 36.0, 49.0, 64.0, 81.0]

In my experience has been impossible to work on the terminal with JOCL because of multiples 
errors. It has been much easy working with eclipse IDE.

             The 'Trouble Shooting' section on JOCL website mentions one the most frequent error messages   
when using JOCL .The famous UnsatisfiedLinkError  .   

It is very important  to use the correct DLL for your system. Even if the CPU supports 64 but, it  
may not be running Java in 64 bit mode.  For my any way, it has been unsatisfied.

4.2.3 Working on IDE
In order to work on any IDE such an Eclipse with JOCL, it is necessary to follow the sames steps of the 
section 3.2.

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/opencl-sdk/
http://developer.amd.com/gpu/AMDAPPSDK/Pages/default.aspx
http://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads


In this case, only a jar file is needed. The jar file is named as JOCL-01.7.jar and it must include 
the location of the .so files in the native library location as it can be seen in the next figure. 

Figure 14: Set up Eclipse with JOCL

5. JavaCL[9]

5.1 Description 
This library  offers an object-oriented abstraction of OpenCL for Java. It has a low-level 

interface which is based on JNA and generated using the JNAerator library. The low-level interface 
serves as the basis for the object-oriented wrapper but is not intended to be used by clients. JavaCL is 
part of the NativeLibs4Java project, which also contains ScalaCL, a library for accessing OpenCL with 
Scala. 

NativeLibs4Javais a binding JNA developed and maintains a complicated interface due to the 
following problems:

• The JNA automatic generator creates several options for each feature covered. It is 
difficult for the developer to decide which one is correct in each case.

• It is necessary that the user knows JNA to use because it uses own classes for use JNA.

• There are few examples available.

http://code.google.com/p/scalacl/
http://code.google.com/p/nativelibs4java/


5.2 How to install it

5.2.1 Prerequisites
It does not require install any platform as Jogamp did , just the basic prerequisites such as

GPU NVidia Geforce >= 8
NVidia GPU Computing SDK

GPU AMD or CPU x86 x86_64 SSE3

Java update version

AMD Accelerated Parallel Processing SDK

CPU Intel

Intel OpenCL SDK

5.2.2 Working on terminal
The steps to build any JavaCL are showed here:

1. First, install Maven.

2. Checkout nativelibs4java files :

git clone git://github.com/ochafik/nativelibs4java.git

cd nativelibs4java/libraries

3. Run the following Maven command :

mvn install -DskipTests

4. After the build is finished, you'll find JavaCL's full self-contained JAR in 
OpenCL/JavaCL/target/javacl-xxx-shaded.jar

5. Incremental builds (after a first full build)

6. To build JavaCL Demos, just cd to the libraries/OpenCL/Demos directory and run the following 
command (works the same for any other sub-project) :

mvn clean install

To avoid launching tests, you can append a -Dmaven.test.skip=true argument to that command.

5.2.3 Working on IDE
In order to work on any IDE such an Eclipse with JOCL, it is necessary to follow the sames 

steps of the section 3.2.
In this case, only a jar file is needed. The jar file is named as JOCL-01.7.jar .It is necessary to  

add i the location of the .so files in the native library location as it shows in the figure below.

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/opencl-sdk/
http://developer.amd.com/gpu/AMDAPPSDK/Pages/default.aspx
http://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-downloads


Figure 15: Set up Eclipse with JavaCL 

6. Library characteristics
In this section how the three different java binding have been tested is showed.

Vector multiplication has been the baseline application for test every java binding.
This section will show productivity/easy to use versus performance of every java binding.

This section will show all the problems Obtained when trying to install the three different 
platforms. It will  show which platform has been more friendly and easier to learn.
Below, The different characteristics of each platform are discussed here.

6.1 Environment 

All the test are realized in the following environment :

-GPU NVidia GeforceGTX 480

-Ubuntu 10.04.03

-Eclipse Juno

6.2 Jogamp class

The Jogamp project is composed by two classes. One class is a Java class called MulJogamp.java 
which contains all the Java code necessary to implement the vector multiplication and the second class 
it is the open kernel function multiplication . In order to work with Jogamp library , it is necessary to 
install also jocl, and gluegen library in our system as we can see in the next figure.



Figure 16: Jogamp project 

The figures bellow showed both classes.

VectorMul.cl

Figure 17: VectorMul.cl class 

MulJogamp.java

The java class in composed by two algorithm. One algorithm is using the Jogamp library and 
the other one is using pure Java. The first algorithm will measure the GPU results and the second one 
the GPU results.

The algorithm is a vector multiplication of random number. The length of both vectors are 1444777.



Figure 18: JOGAMP class I

Figure 19: JOGAMP class II

Figure 20: JOGAMP class III



Figure 21: JOGAMP class IV

Figure 22 : JOGAMP class V

Figure 23: JOGAMP class VI



6.2.1 Jogamp characteristics

1.Development time 

-Get used to how to use the library 15 h
-Implementation of the class   5 h
-Test                                                                          2 h  

-Total  22 h

2. Run time of an algorithm    

In the test realize the results are :7milliseconds and  17MB of used memory for the algorithm 
with 14447777 length of vectores.

3. Complexity 

The Jogamp class is composed by 145 +15 lines of code. Moreover , around 30 lines are from 
the pure java algorithm. 

At the end , I used 160 lines in order to create my baseline class in Jogamp. 

4. Platforms support 

-It is based on Java so it is supported for any platform with supports Java and Opencl.
-JOGAMP needs Gluegen and JOGL to work.

5. Documentation 

The documentation found on the wiki is not complete. It has been difficult to start to program 
with JOGAMP because of the difficult of work on the terminal. Several errors showed up and it 
is not easy to fix then on the terminal. It has been much easier to work on an IDE but the 
documentation does not show how to work on  any IDE such as eclipse or netbeans. The most 
wasting time has been how to set up our IDE to work with JOGAMP. But after this project, how 
to set up your IDE eclipse is showed.

6. Status 

I did not success installing the platform on the terminal. Several errors showed up and I could 
not fix them.



6.3 JOCL class 

Figure 24: Jocl project

Figure 25: JOCL class I

Figure 26: JOCL class II



Figure 27: JOCL class III

Figure 28: JOCL class IV

Figure 29: JOCL class V



Figure 30: JOCL class VI

6.3.1 Jogamp characteristics

1.Development time [devel].

-Get used to how to use the library 10 h
-Implementation of the class   5 h
-Test                                                                          2 h  

-Total 17 h

2. Run time of an algorithm [time].         
In the test realize the results are : 16milliseconds and  5 MB of used memory for the algorithm 
with 14447777 length of vectors.

3. Complexity, ability to utilize all device features [complex].

The Jocl class is composed by 144 lines of code. 

4. Platforms support 

-It is based on Java so it is supported for any platform with supports Java and Opencl.

5. Documentation

The documentation found on the wiki is not complete. It has been difficult to start to program 
with JOCL  because of the difficult of work on the terminal. Several errors showed up and it is 
not easy to fix then on the terminal. It has been much easier to work on an IDE as JOGAMP 
case. It has been less wasted of time because JOCL follows the sames steps as JOGAMP to set 
up the IDE platform.

6. Status

             The 'Trouble Shooting' section on JOCL website mentions one the most frequent error messages   
when using JOCL .The famous UnsatisfiedLinkError  .   

It is very important  to use the correct DLL for your system. Even if the CPU supports 64 but, it  
may not be running Java in 64 bit mode.  For my any way, it has been unsatisfied.



6.4 JAVACL

Figure 31: JAVACL project

Figure 32: Vectormultiplicacion.cl javacl

Figure 33: JAVACLMultiplication.java class

Figure 34: JAVACLMultiplication.java II class



6.4.1 Javacl characteristics

1.Development time 

-Get used to how to use the library   5 h
-Implementation of the class   4 h
-Test                                                                          2 h  

-Total 11 h

2. Run time of an algorithm       
In the test realize the results are : 20 milliseconds and  17 MB of used memory for the algorithm 
with 14447777 length of vectors.

3. Complexity, ability to utilize all device features 

The Javacl class is composed by 51 lines of code. 

4. Platforms support 

-It is based on Java so it is supported for any platform with supports Java and Opencl.
- To work with Javacl has been necessary to instal a new library bridj to use Pointer as we can 
see in the figure 31.

5. Documentation 

The documentation found on the wiki is was complete. It has been easy to start to program with 
Javacl. All the information about how to install it on the terminal or on the IDE was on the wiki. 
Moreover, I found several examples and tutorial on the wiki , which have been very helpful. 

6. Status 

JOGAMP JOCL JAVACL 

Developed time 17 22 11

Run time 16 ms 5 MB 7 ms 17 MB 20 ms 17 MB

Complexity 144 160 51

Platforms No dependecies Dependence of gluegen and 
jogl

Dependence of bridj

Documentation Not enough Not enough complete

Bugs Yes Yes no

List 7: Characteristics of  jocl, jogamp and javacl.



7.Experiments
This section shows the results obtained from diferents tests. We begin with a test that measured the 
execution time on a CPU and a GPU.

7.1 Cpu and Gpu Test
The first test shows the comparison result of the same algorithm working under the same library in 
CPU and GPU. The conditions of the test are:

-The algorithm is a vector multiplication, where the vector is filled in with random numbers.

-The Jogamp java class is composed by two algorithms. The first one is a vector multiplication working 
with Jogamp library and the second one is an algorithm working with pure java. The first algorithm 
will show the result of work with GPU and the second one with CPU.

7.1.1 JOGAMP  time CPU vs GPU
The graphic below shows the time measured in CPU and GPU working under the same library 
(JOGAMP) and algorithm (vector multiplication) with severals lengths of vector.

List 2: Time jogamp cpu vs gpu

Figure 35: Jogamp time CPU vs GPU 

length of vector cpu gpu
0 0 0

100 1 0
1000 5 0
10000 17 0
100000 69 0
1000000 538 5
10000000 4970 46



The figure 35 shows that the time is stable for CPU and GPU until a length of 100000.

Once the length of the vector becomes over 100000, the execution time on a CPU increases 
significantly. At the end, the time used for a CPU is 50 times over the time used by a GPU.

7.1.2 JOCL  time CPU vs GPU
The second graphic below shows the time measured in CPU and GPU working under the same library 
(JOCL) and algorithm (vector multiplication) with severals lengths of vector.

List 3: Time jocl cpu vs gpu

Figure 36: JOCL  time CPU vs GPU 

The first graphic shows that the time is stable for CPU and GPU until a length of 100000.

Once the length of the vector is over 100000, the time for CPU increase in a extremely mode as the 
same situation of JOGAMP.

At the end, the time used for CPU is 100 times over the time used by GPU.

length of vector cpu gpu
0 0 0

100 1 0
1000 5 0
10000 17 0
100000 69 1
1000000 538 10
10000000 4970 97



7.1.3 JAVACL time CPU vs GPU
The third graphic below shows the time measured in CPU and GPU working under the same library 
(JAVACL) and algorithm (vector multiplication) with severals lengths of vector.

List 4: Time javacl  cpu vs gpu

Figure 37: Jogamp time CPU vs GPU 

In on hand ,the first test shows that Jocl is less effective in order of time than Jogamp and Javacl. It 
takes almost the double time to run the same algorithm in the sames circumstances. More test to 
conformance this affirmation are showed later.

In other hand,  Jogamp and Javacl obtained similar result although Jogamp is more effective. For 
Jogamp it takes less time to run the algorithm, it is faster , as we can see that the time was under 1 ms 
until a length of 100000.

length of vector cpu gpu
0 0 0

100 1 10
1000 5 11
10000 17 11
100000 69 11
1000000 538 14
10000000 4970 42



In order to support this idea, we can take a look at the graphic below.

Figure 38: JOCL, JOGAMP AND JAVACL TIME

7.2 Time and Memory test 
We measured time and memory on different platforms and the results are shown below. 

The graphic below shows the time measured working with JOCL,JOGAMP AND JAVACL using the 
baseline class vector multiplication. The test shows how the time is changing in order of the length of 
the vector.

List 5: Time jocl, jogamp and javacl.

Figure 39: JOCL, JOGAMP AND JAVACL TIME

This graphic shows that Jocl library is less effective in order of time that Jogamp and Javacl. 

Lenght of array Time JOCL (ms) Time JOGAMP (ms) Time JAVA (ms)
0 0 0 0

1000000 10 5 14
2000000 20 10 18
3000000 30 14 21
4000000 40 19 25
5000000 49 24 27
6000000 59 27 30
7000000 69 33 34
8000000 78 38 36
9000000 89 43 38
10000000 98 47 42

length of vector JOGAMP JOCL JAVACL
0 0 0 0

100 0 0 10
1000 0 0 11
10000 0 0 11
100000 0 1 11
1000000 5 10 14
10000000 46 97 42



The graphic shows the difference time obtained on the test. Jocl library needs double time to run the 
same algorithm under the sames conditions that Jogamp and Javacl library.

The graphic below shows the memory measured working with JOGAMP and JOCL using the 
baseline class vector multiplication. The test shows how the memory  is changing in order of the length 
of the vector.

List 6: Memory jocl, jogamp and javacl.

Figure 40: JOCL, JOGAMP AND JAVACL memory 

The figure 40 shows that Jogamp and Javacl libraries are less effective in order of Memory that 
Jocl. The graphics shows the difference memory used obtained on the test. Jogamp and Javac libraries 
need more than the double memory to run the same algorithm under the sames conditions than Jocl 
library.

Length of array Memory JOCL (MB) Memory JOGAMP (MB) Memory JAVACL (MB)
0 0 0 0

1000000 4 12 12
2000000 8 24 24
3000000 12 36 36
4000000 16 48 48
5000000 20 60 60
6000000 24 72 72
7000000 28 84 64
8000000 32 96 96
9000000 36 108 108
10000000 40 120 120

Length of array Memory JOCL (MB) Memory JOGAMP (MB) Memory JAVACL (MB)
0 0 0 0

1000000 4 12 12
2000000 8 24 24
3000000 12 36 36
4000000 16 48 48
5000000 20 60 60
6000000 24 72 72
7000000 28 84 64
8000000 32 96 96
9000000 36 108 108
10000000 40 120 120



8.Conclusion
For the general conclusion , this section summarize the three different test evaluated during this 

project.(Section 6 and 7)

First of all, the differences characteristics of each library. 

As we can see in  the resume of List number 7, Jocl is the library that shows better results in 
order of memory and Jogamp in order of memory, but we have also to admit that both libraries are 
more complex to work with.

Javacl has been the easiest library to work with. It has three times less code lines and the library 
and documentation is more friendly than the others. Furthermore, it has been the only succeed library 
working on the terminal.

Second of all, the time tests.

Jogamp showed on the test that is the most effective library in order of time. It was the fastest, 
twice as the other two libraries tested.

Jocl and Javacl obtained similar results although Jocl is a bit more effective than Javacl but still 
being twice slow that Jogamp.

Finally, the memory tests.

Observing the memory test, Jocl was the most effective library in order of memory. It was the 
one that used less memory with the same data as the other two libraries.

Moreover , Jogamp and Javacl obtained the same result in order of memory but they still using 
three times more memory than Jocl.

In conclusion, 

In every project to implement working with Java and OpenCL, the programmer has to decide 
which library fit better with the project depending of the characteristics.

After the tests realized, we can describe Jogamp as the most efficient library if the goal of the 
project is is be faster. Jocl as the most efficient library saving used memory and Javacl as the most 
friendly library and as powerful in saving memory as Jocl.



9.Acronyms

GPU Graphics processing unit

API Application programming interface

CPU Central processing unit

FPGA Fiel programmable gate array

JNI Java Nativa Interface

GPGPU General purpose computing on graphics processing units

JVM Java virtual machine

NIO New I/O

List 8: Acronyms
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